
Practical Life

Daily Schedule Flow Chart

The Daily Schedule Flow Chart is used in our 
classroom and the children refer to it often. 
Sometimes they help us organize it with the days 
events. It does not have any specific times written 
on it. It is understood by sequencing. For example 
they may see a music note to represent Neal 
coming to our classroom for music. When is 
music? It is after work time. The children look at 
the order of the day throughout the day. Some 
children really need to know, what is next. In our 
classroom we change the flow chart at noon for 
the second part of the day.

You Will Need;
Daily Schedule printed, images printed, sheet protector, 8.5 x 11 frame, or 
laminating sheet, velcro sticker dots, tape or tacky putty, scissors, dry erase 
marker, small box to hold images.

Directions:
1. Print out attached pdfs; daily schedule and images
2. Laminate, frame or place in sheet protector the daily schedule
3. If possible laminate image sheet then cut out the images into 

small square/rectangular pieces. Packaging tape could be used 
instead of laminating.

4. Place ruff velcro dots on each space in the activity column 
and their opposite soft velcro dot on the back of each image. 
(Can place velcro centered or to the left to allow older friends 
to write the activity next to it.)

5. Store images in box.
6. Place rough velcro dot on bottom or side of Daily Schedule 

sheet and its smooth opposite on the dry erase marker.
7. Hang Schedule on wall or refrigerator at child eye level. You 

are ready to go.

Note: You likely don’t have a laminator. For long term use I recommend that after quarantine you 
print these out again and have staples laminate it for you. You can get velcro dots through Staples 
who is for a limited time offering free delivery.  Also Michael’s art supply has them with curbside 
pickup.
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